SHOP TALK

SHOP BY NEIGHBORHOOD: GREENWICH VILLAGE

by Colleen Egjan

Find the bibelots dealers in this Lower Manhattan antiques and design district, as well as their favorite pieces and haunts, on our new interactive map.

In Manhattan, East 10th Street and its environs are famous for their enchanting shops and galleries. Shoppers come here seeking the finest antique, lighting, art and more, which range from rare English antiques to recent work by Swedish designers. Prior to the annualjadiapert (September 29), a collaboration of design and antiques on East 10th that is sponsored by bibelots and New York Antiques & Galleries, get to know the bibelots dealers in the neighborhood.

**Featured Dealers**
- Hyde Park Antiques, Ltd.
- Maison Gerard
- Hoelzer & Burns
- H.L. Luther
- O'Sullivan Antiques
- Karl Kemp Antiques
- Bavel Gourdele Antiques
- Equinox Fine Art
- Morgan H Galloway
- Charles Sherill Galleries

**Maison Gerard**

Specialists in collectible French Art Deco furniture, lighting and objets d’art

There’s never a reason for the particular range of offerings at Maison Gerard if it resists an obvious the partners rarely being around them. Banquet T. East, managing partner of Maison Gerard, recalls the advice founding partner Gertrude Widdershoven gave her long ago: “Only buy and show what you truly love. You never know — it may sell well. It may never sell, and then you have to be prepared to live with it, perhaps forever.”

**Neighborhood Haunts**

**Favorite Restaurant:** Carbone

“The food is wonderful, and the restaurant has the most charming old-school, glamorous Italian vibe. Plus the staff makes everyone feel like a regular.”

**Favorite Coffee Bar:** Second Coffee Baristas

“If I am addicted to the coffee.”

**Favorite Skin Care Products:** Aesop

“I love too many of the products from this company. It is always a pleasure to walk in there — smells like heaven.”